
The Great Harlot and Babylon are Defeated
ch. 17-18

The Great Harlot
Revelation 17

This chapter has some difficult verses and possibly the most difficult 
section in the book, but overall the chapter is fairly easy to interpret. 

I.  The Forces of Satan  - These are the three great enemies of the church 
down throughout history.  
A. Sea Beast - ch. 13 - Imperial Power -  Political and brute force

1.Devil uses INTIMIDATION 
2. This temptation focuses on the will of the person. He tries to bend 

it through force and intimidation.

B. Land Beast (False Prophet) - ch. 13 -  False Religion
1. Devil uses DECEPTION
2. This temptation focuses on the intellect.  He deceives the heart 

and belief system of a person.

C. Great Harlot / Babylon - ch. 17 - Seduction / World of Lust and 
Pleasure  - All that appeals to the flesh and mind
1. Devil uses SEDUCTION and GREED
2. This last one focuses on the emotions of man. 

II.  Story of Two Women and Two Cities
A.  Woman clothed with the Sun  - New Jerusalem

!  ch. 12 - Woman - People of God - gives birth to Jesus - protected in 
! ! the wilderness by God.
! ch. 19 - Woman - beautiful bride of Christ - white  and righteous.
! ! Clothed in righteousness
! ! moved by love
! ! Gives love b/c of commitment
! ! Concerned about her husband - Christ
! ! Bride is persecuted

! Heavenly City 
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! ch. 14 - Mount Zion - 144,000 - measured & protected by 
! ch. 20:9 - “beloved city”
! ch. 21 - 22:5 - “holy city” - New Jerusalem 

B.  Great Harlot -- Babylon 
! ch. 17- Harlot who looks beautiful, she is wealthy, but she is corrupt, 
! ! intoxicating, and sinful.
! ! Prov. 2:16-19,  Prov. ch. 7
! !
!    Clothed in richness
!    Motivated by lust
!    Dispenses sex on the basis of a contract
!    Self-centered
!    Pampered!

! Great City - Babylon
! ! 11:7-10,  16:19-21,  17 - 19:10 
! ! Rome and evil

     C.  These two women and cities stand in direct contrast to one another 
!  in character, position, and destiny.  

SEE MY SERMON ON BABYLON VS. NEW JERUSALEM
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Babylon 
versus 

New Jerusalem

Babylon

• City of Rome

• Mass of humanity / 
The World

• Babylon - OT 
enemy of God  

• great whore

• 17:1-6, 18

• 18:1-3

New 
Jerusalem

• Church / City of 
God / The Kingdom 

• Bride of the Lamb

• ch. 12 - “woman”

• ch. 19 - “bride”

• 21:2, 9 - “bride”

IMAGE
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Babylon

• 17:4-5

• 18:7, 9, 11-19

• Exploitation, 
corruption, 
material wealth

New 
Jerusalem

• 19:7-8

• 21:6, 10-14, 24-26

• Beauty; Gives 

• Kings of the earth 
bring glory to her. 

SPLENDOR

Babylon

• 17:4-5, 18:3, 9, 23-24

• Greed, immorality, 
falsehood, and blood 
of saints

• Assimilation and 
influence 

New 
Jerusalem

• Lamb’s Army!

• Witnesses - ch. 11 - 14

•  21:6-8

•  22:1-5

• All sin excluded

• Life and healing

PEOPLE
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Babylon

• 13:7-8, 16

• 18:2, 6, 20

• God is absent.

• Idolatry

• Eternal Punishment 

• 14:11, 19:3

New 
Jerusalem

• 21:3-4,  22-27

• 22:3-4

• Immediate, close 
presence of God.

• Eternal Life

• 22:5

PRESENCE OF GOD

Babylon

• 18:4-6

• “come out of her”

• Don’t compromise 
or assimilate

New 
Jerusalem

• 22:14

• “enter the city by the 
gates”

CITIZEN’S CHOICE
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III.  Outlining the Chapter

A.  v. 1-6 - The Seductive Harlot
!

1. Though the harlot specifically for the 1st readers was a clear 
reference to Rome and its leadership, it symbolizes for all peoples 
the world of lust and seduction.     

a. “Waters” - v. 15 - are peoples, tribes, and languages

2. The Harlot symbol is a common one ascribed to nations in the OT. 
a. Nineveh is described in Nahum as being a harlot of conquest.  

Who by force, intrigue and, conquest conquered other 
peoples. 

b. Tyre - Isaiah 23:14-17 -- Great Harlot of commerce
c. Babylon - Isaiah 47 -- Great Harlot of pleasure - known for her 

wealth and prosperity
d. Israel and Judah -- city of Jerusalem - Jeremiah, Ezekiel, 

Hosea, Micah - all charged Israel as “playing the Harlot”
! ! ! Which basically had to do with them going into false 
! ! ! worship and religion.  

3. Rome fit into all of these descriptions.  
4. v. 2 - Other nations give their power to Rome and they sell 

themselves out to them to gain their pleasures and protection.  
5. v. 3 - this woman rides on the beast - Sea Beast of ch. 13 
6. v. 4 - the woman gives the appearance of beauty

! ! she offers her drink in a golden cup, but it is deceptive and 
! ! destructive.

7. v. 6 - she finds her pleasure in destroying saints and persecuting   
the church. 

8.  Greek root word - Porn- is found 5 times in verse 1,2, 4, and 5
a.  She is filthy and full of fornication.  
b.  How Satan still uses these same temptations on the church 

today. 
a. Sex outside of marriage - little difference in and outside the 

church
b. Pornographic addictions and usage
c. Affairs that destroy marriages 
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d. These look all nice and seductive.  
! ! ! ! (movies, commercials, immodest dress)

9. Notice the references to intoxication as well in this passage. 
a. The idea of being drunk and intoxicated, so that one is not 

thinking clearly. 
b. Drugs, alcohol are a ravage upon our society. 
c. They are a form of lust and works of the flesh. 
d. This harlot is symbolizing what John defined - 1 John 2:15-17
e.  What Paul described - Gal. 5:16-21 

10. Eugene Peterson Quotes:
“Whore image is not about sex, it is a metaphor for worship gone wrong”  (p. 146).

“Worship under the aspect of the Great Whore is the commercialization of our great need 
and deep desire for meaning, love, and salvation, for the completion of ourselves from 
beyond ourselves.  Whore-worship thrives by naming the worst things about us--our 
pride, our lust, our envy, our greed, our anger--with the designation “God.” and gathering, 
depersonalized and depersonalizing crowds to pursue these divinized defects religiously.  
The great danger that the world poses for us is not in its gross evils, but its easy 
religion” (p. 147).

11. Consider the image of a Harlot to a Bride.
  Lust vs. Love
  Physical Usage vs. Physical Offering
  Commerce vs. Commitment
  Moment vs. Life-long Union
  selfish gain vs. selfless submission 
 

12. This Harlot is symbolizing what James said in James 1:14-15.
 

B.  v. 7-13 - The Identity of the Harlot
1. This section is very difficult and I can not satisfactorily explain it.  

I believe it best to look at it in a symbolic fashion.  
2. This section describes the Beast and the Woman.  

a. Many commentators have offered various suggestions.
b. Usually involving lists of Emperors  (Problems with this . . .) 
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a. The typical dating of the book.  Some of the lists would 
have Vespasian the Emperor and the book written in the 
70s.  

b. Which emperor do you start with and who do you leave 
out?

c. Other commentators argue for a list of kingdoms.  They reach 
back to preceding kingdoms and then label Rome as the 
current one and then propose a future kingdom. This is 
subjective and this is the view the premillennialist take. 

d. It seems to me that the best solution is to say we don’t really 
know what the 1st Century reader understood.  

e. The best I can do and many other commentators as well view 
the numbers symbolically.  Possibly it is symbolism from from 
Daniel and his counting of Monarchs and Kingdoms.  What is 
clear is their fate and ruin.  

1) Seven Mountains - reference to Rome - built on 7 hills
2) Seven kings - Power of the Empire & Evil - represent all 

kings or kingdoms past, present, and future that would 
oppose the kingdom of God. 

3) Ten Kings (horns) - 10 also a number of completeness 
symbolizes the other nations who give their power to 
wickedness and worldliness.  They serve the beast. 

C.  v. 14-18 - The Fall of the Harlot

1.  The primary point is similar to other ones made in Revelation.  
These evil forces make war on the Lamb and His offspring. 

a. This is what I feel is the key verse / summary verse of the 
book.

b. All of the past, present, and future kingdoms and individuals 
who oppose God will ultimately be defeated.  

c. No one is like Jesus
a. He is Deity -- Lord
b. He is Pure - Lamb slain
c. He has Authority - Lord of lords
d. He is royal - King of kings. 

2.  Those that are with Jesus are . . .
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a. Called -- through the gospel - 2 Thes. 2:14, Christians have 
responded to the call of God.  

b. Chosen -- Mat. 22:14 - “many are called, but few are chosen”
  ! !    idea is that we have been “hand-picked” by God.  Not b/c of 
! !    who we are, but b/c of what he has done for us in Him!

c. Faithful -- The first two words place the emphasis upon God, 
but this third one places it upon us.  -- Rev. 2:10

3.  Ultimately the other nations will turn against the prostitute and  
 !     destroy her.  This is a prophecy about how Rome will be destroyed.  

a. This woman is the great city.  - v. 18
b. Ch. 19 tells about the destruction of this Harlot and the great  

city. 

IV.  Closing Lessons from the Chapter
A.  Evil may look appealing, but it brings disaster. 

1.  Satan is seductive.  -- We need to flee like Joseph.

B.  Evil may look irresistible, but it can be repelled.  
1.  We must see temptation for what it really is.  
2.  We must see the liquid in the cup, not the gold cup!

C.  Evil often looks invincible, but it ultimately will fall.  
1.  ch. 17:1 - God will judge and punish evil. 

1 John 2:15-17

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Fall of Babylon
Revelation 18

Daniel 5 - Belshazzar the king of Babylon and the hand writing on the wall.

This is what is what Rev. 18 is;  it is the hand writing on the wall of the 1st 
Century’s current Babylon.  For much of the OT period - Babylon was the 
enemy and oppressor of God’s people.  The OT prophets foretold of their 
eventual destruction because of their wickedness.  John uses this imagery 
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to discuss the downfall of Rome.  The message of ch. 18 is modeled after 
the doom announcements of the OT.  
! Nineveh (Zeph. 2), Edom (Is. 34), Israel (Amos 5), Babylon and Tyre 
! (Is. 13, 14,21, Jer. 50-51, Ez. 26-27). These predications had come to 
! pass and this helped encourage the reader that this one would as 
! well. 

I.  Voice of Condemnation - v. 1-3
!

A.  A century and a half before the fall of ancient Babylon God had said 
to Isaiah -- 21:9 - “Fallen, Fallen is Babylon and all the graven images 
of her gods are broken into the ground.”

B. Rome is described here as dwelling place of demons - demons were 
connected with pagan worship and said to inhabit desolate places 
and places of pagan worship.  

C. Picture a ruined, old city is what the poet is getting at, with birds and 
varmints the only species living in it.  

D. v. 3 - Rome had been guilty of unholy, idolatrous political and 
economic alliances of kings for business and commercial advantage.  
This is how these pleasures were purchased.  

1. We still see this same sin today.  When men try to gain wealth 
through immoral and unscrupulous means.  

2. Drug trades, sex slave business, prostitution,  black market - 
electronics, diamonds, children,

3. Condemnation here of luxurious living for the sake of it.  
4. Rich Fool - Luke 12:16-21

II.  Voice of Separation - v. 4-8

A.  v. 4  is a key instruction and lesson from this chapter.  It is an 
instruction for Christians to come out from the world of lust, greed, 
seduction, and false religion.  

1. This call had been heard many times in the Bible. 
1. Abraham was called out from Haran - Gen. 12
2. Lot was called out of the wicked Sodom - Gen. 19
3. Israel was called out of wicked Egypt - Exodus
4. The captives were called to come out from Babylon - Is. 

48:20, Jer. 50:8, 51:45
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2. This same Greek term is used in 2 Cor. 6:17 - context . 14-18
1. Paul instructs the Corinthians to come out from the 

partnerships and relationships of fellowship that are 
pulling them down. 

3. To suggest that the Spirit is just telling the Christians to leave 
Rome is to miss the point.  This is an exhortation to come out 
from the influence of the worldly lust so that there is no 
partaking of the sins of the world and flesh.  

1. Eph. 5:11 - “Take no part in the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but instead expose them.”

2. In practice, in daily life, the pearls and the purple and the 
golden cup have an awful fascination.

3. As one lectureship speaker put it this year, there is not a 
problem when the boat is in the water, but there is a major 
problem when water is in the boat!!

4. We are to be in the world, but the world is not be in us. 
5. This probably the major struggle the church is dealing 

with today in America.  
6. Our entertainment choices.  What is it that entertains us?

A. Entertainment is a great source of our assimilation.
B. We become desensitized.

B. Notice that if we do not come out from sin, we will share in their 
punishment.  v. 4

1. v. 5 - there is a point when a nations and a persons sins reach 
their limit.   “sins have heaped high as heaven”

2. Rom. 2:5 But because of your hard and impenitent heart you are 
storing up wrath for yourself on the day of wrath when God’s 
righteous judgment will be revealed.

3. Rev. 2:20-23 - Jezebel 
4. OT nations 

C.  The spiritual law is that reap what you sow, and of course you always 
reap more than you sow.  So she will receive double the punishment. 
Her punishment will be in full.  

D. v. 7 - Notice the sins of Rome and the Harlot
A. She glorified herself -- She was prideful.

A. Prov. 16:18  Pride goes before destruction,
        and a haughty spirit before a fall.
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B.  Luke 14:11 For everyone who exalts himself will be 
humbled, and he who humbles himself will be 
exalted.”

A. She lived in luxury -- She was consumed with pleasure
B. She was ignorant of her true self -- she “I am a queen”  

“mourning I shall never see”
C. v. 8 -  Her destruction will come swiftly.   

III.  Voice of Lamentation - v. 9-19

A.  This next section describes three groups of people who mourn the 
destruction of Babylon, b/c they had benefited from her luxuries. 

B. The Kings - v. 9-10
A. the mourners are not reaping for Rome so much as their own 

losses. 
C. The Merchants - v. 11-17

1. The merchants mourn b/c they have lost their source of income 
and the luxury they received. 

2. Sense here where they had wasted and squandered their 
abundant blessings and resources. 

1. We have a stewardship for the land and possessions we 
own. 

2. Wastefulness is wrong. 
3. Our luxuries are not solely for our pleasures, they are 

tools to be used for others and God.
3. They were guilty of dealing in human slavery.  This is probably 

the strongest statement against slavery in the NT.  Though the 
NT does not seek to abolish the social institution of slavery, it 
however condemns harsh and poor treatment of other persons.  

1. This term carries the idea of Human livestock.
2. 1/3 of Roman population was slaves. Not unusual for 

10,000 persons to be auctioned off in one day in the great 
slave markets. Probably over 60 million slaves throughout 
the empire. 

3. People who were treated like furniture, bought and sold, 
used and abused.  Treated with little dignity often - used 
as prostitutes and for games of sport. 

D. The Sailors - v. 17-19
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E. These verses also warn us to not find our profit, wealth, and joy 
through sinful practices.  

1. Christians need to consider what they support. 
2. Stocks you purchase, etc. 
3. They also teach us to be mindful of the people more than the 

possessions in our country.  We are supposed to have a heart 
for the poor and suffering of our midst. 

F. This section is also condemning the abuse and misuse of power.

IV.  Voice of Celebration and Praise - v. 20 - 24

A.  v. 20 - Tells the saints to rejoice, b/c the one who had shed their 
blood was going to be punished.  
A. Praise God for the wrath and judgment of God.
B. Eugene Peterson quote:

“. . . what accounts for the remarkable minority who do not, but who stay, and cry, and 
wait?  We are accustomed by now to St. John’s answer, namely, worship.  Worship 
provides the context for the paradoxical simultaneities of believing in justice while 
experiencing injustice.”   p. 139

B. Jeremiah 51:59-64

Conclusion. 

! Thoughts:

1.  Sadly, America is becoming more and more like the great harlot spoken 
     of here.  How long before our sins reach heaven?  

2.  Our admonition is to come out from Babylon and leave it’s temptations 
behind.  
a. Song - Earth holds no treasures but perish with using

! ! However precious they be
! ! Yet there’s a country to which I am going:
! ! Heaven holds all to me.  
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3.  The point of this is that Rome has been weighed and were found   
     wanting.  
! All of us are going to be weighed one day. 
! ! We dread going to the doctor and getting weighed. 
! God one day is going to weigh us.  Will we be found wanting?

4.  The world is passing away -- the world with all of its luxuries, delicacies,   
      pleasures, and passions is going to perish.  
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